10/17/2008

Action Items:

All items need to be done before the end of next week with possible exception for item 12.

1. Mail the information flyer to all math majors and minors on Monday (Xin)
2. Contact Honors College for visit and GAUSS project brief presentation (Piotr)
3. Classroom visits (5 minutes announcement and flyer distribution) (Everyone)
4. Post the flyers in campus buildings (Yuanwei, Niels)
5. Contact Dean of Undergraduate Studies for her assistance (Piotr)
6. Budget clarification (notebook PC for each participant) (Xin, Mubarak)
7. Names for Distinguished Speaker Series (Yong, Zuhair)
8. Find out more on SIAM Undergraduate Research Journal (Zuhair)
9. Contact Statistics department for possible students (Mubarak, Piotr)
10. Date and Time for an informal gathering for possible participants (Piotr)
11. Online Application Form by Monday (Xin, Mubarak)
12. Identify students for the project (All)